Product information

Ready-to-install products
Seat covers

Ready-made and design options
Trim & finish
Lantal will cut and sew the seat cover according to your
specifications. You can send us approved data, drawings or samples of current items and Lantal will supply a
professionally sewn product ready for installation.
Design options
For a unique look, matching the airline’s brand, many
design options are possible:

Key advantages
Lantal ready-made seat covers have the following compelling advantages:


Unique look thanks to various design options



A long lifetime due to excellence in craftsmanship




Easy to install, delivered ready-to-fit
Cost-effective all-in-one solution and single-



source convenience - you save time and money
Compliance with all airworthiness requirements




Various seams, decorative stitching
Perforated or dimpled leather



Embossing (leather); debossing (leather, artificial leather)



Embroidery

Functional options
For a longer lasting superior look and better seating
comfort, Lantal offers various laminations to choose
from:



Graphite foam (fabric, leather)
Graphite foam extra (fabric, leather)




Lightweight foam (leather, backrest only)
Activated carbon (perforated leather)

Material
For fabrics, the application of an additional fireblocker is
Lantal ready-made seat covers for all seats, crew rests

possible.

as well as Lantal’s Pneumatic Comfort System are made
of fabric, genuine leather or artificial leather as per Lan-

Cleaning

tal’s portfolio. On request, Lantal will also produce readymade seat covers with provided goods.
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Cleaning depends on the material of the seat cover.
Please ask for Lantal’s cleaning recommendation.

Sales, Phone +41 62 916 7171
sales@lantal.ch

Certified quality system
EN 9100 / ISO 9001
UID-Nr. CHE-111.723.178

Product information

Specifications
Flammability, smoke/toxicity
Lantal fabrics and leathers are permanently flame-resistant in accordance with FAR/CS 25.853, 12 sec. vertical, and meet the Airbus and Boeing specifications for
smoke and toxicity even after having been cleaned a
several times according to Lantal cleaning recommendations.
Production Organization Approval (POA)
Lantal is certified as Production Organization (EASA
Part 21 G). Thanks to this approval Lantal is authorized
to provide parts, manufactured in accordance with approved design data, with an EASA Form 1.
Design Organization Approval (DOA)
The status as Design Organization (EASA Part 21 J) allows Lantal's subsidiaries ASI and ACC to develop,
test, and certify modifications to aircraft soft interior
parts. The scope of the approval as stipulated by EASA
encompasses all soft interior parts, such as:

Seat covers
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Seat accessories made of soft materials
Curtains




Carpets
Soft decor material parts
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